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Pat Matranga 
Pat Matranga, Nashville, TN. has a 
Masters in Rehab Psychology, but while 
in Nashville in the music business she 
discovered the Tennessee Association 
of Woodturners and it was “love at first 
turn”. Her first lathe was in the backyard. 
She has since upgraded homes and 
vehicles to accommodate her lathes and 
turnings.    
 The demonstration included basic 
tool safety, surface design, several 
small projects, natural edge bowl, 
letter opener and pen & pencil turning 
finishing with a discussion on the 
business of woodturning.  
 Pat emphasized being comfortable while turning using 
an anti-fatigue mat, good shoes, dust mask, eye protec-
tion, hearing protection, good light and having the lathe 
and grinder at the correct height. 
 The bowl gouge was her first and only tool for quite a 
while, so she learned to use it for several tasks. The ba-
sics are the same whether used for spindle turning or 
bowl turning. The goggles she likes are the ones that seal 
around her face and covers over her glasses. They come 
from Dust-Be Gone in Florida (239) 694-3627. The cor-
rect height of the gouge is just below the centerline of the 
turning with the tool guide as close as possible to the turn-
ing. Turn as fast as you feel safe. Use a series of cuts 
going into the wood with the flute at 45 degrees. Use a 
stance that is comfortable and as always rub the bevel. 
Keep the handle against your hip. Practice in your own 
shop going in both directions right and left. Find out if you 
are more comfortable right handed or left handed.  In the 
sheer cut the gouge faces 45 degrees to the wood and 
rub the bevel as you move it in the opposite direction from 
the usual cutting edge. The techniques for the roughing 
gouge are very similar to the bowl gouge. 
 The skew chisel:  Raise the tool rest so that the skew is 
above center with its edge entering the wood about half 
way above the centerline. Touch the wood about 1/3 up 
from the bottom of the skew edge. Again learn to cut in 
both directions. The skew produces a fine cut but does 
not remove much wood. This takes a lot of practices so 

that you do not get a catch. Do not go 
above the center of the skew rubbing 
the bevel. Using a small skew she then 
demonstrated cutting groves in the 
blank. Using the tip of the skew but still 
rubbing the bevel cut into the wood 
where the grove is wanted. Cut from 
both directions until the groove is at the 
desired depth.  Keep the skew vertical. 
She discussed using the grinder to 
sharpen the skew. Keep the angle and 
use a light pressure. A hollow grind will 
occur. Once the skew is sharpened you 
can touch it up using a sharpening 

stone laying flat on the bench. She is careful not to round 
over the edge and when it is flat on the stone she moves 
her entire body back and forth along the length of the 
stone. 
 Natural edge bowl. The blank was attached to a face 
plate using hex head sheet metal screws. They are easy 
to drive using a hex driver in her drill. Pat used a large 
Forstner bit in her drill press to remove the bark forming a 
flat on the bark side of the blank. The tail stock  is used to 
support the blank. Start at a low speed since the blank will 
be out of balance. After turning the outer bowl to its rough 
shape, she cut a foot on the bottom, using a parting tool, 
to use with her chuck keeping the center mark from the 
tail stock for later use.  In shaping the outside of the 
bowl, she  reverses direction  at the bark edge to help 
keep the bark in place.. She keeps the 1” thick roughed 
out bowl in a brown paper bag hanging from the shop 
ceiling for a few days before the final turning. For natural 
edge bowls it is better to cut the wood in winter when the 
sap is not running. Final thickness is a matter of taste, but 
Pat does not care for ultra thin bowls. 
 After removing the faceplate the bowl is mounted a 
chuck. The inside of the bowl is then turned. As she 
proceeds she angles the tool rest into the bowl. Pat works 
from the outside toward the center in achieving the final 
wall thickness. The bowl was then removed from the 
chuck. Normally she would use a vacuum chuck to do the 
reverse turning but in this case she used the vacuum 
chuck as a padded base for the inside of the bowl. As this 
is mounted on the lathe the tail stock is brought up to the 
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original tail stock point on the bowl. The foot is turned down so that the wall thickness is more pleasing and the base is 
smaller. It is ready for power sanding and the finish. At this point the bowl is ready to be signed. Wood burning, Sharpe 
pen or an engraver can do it. She prefers the engraver. 
 Pens:  Pat uses a custom made mandrel that will hold three pen blanks. The pen blanks have the 7 mm hole drilled and 
the brass tube glued inside the blank. They are mounted on the mandrel and the tail stop brought up. She turns a bevel at 
each end of the blank as she rounds them to reduce the fragility of the blanks. Then starting with 220 grit, Pat sands up to 
600 grit. Paper towels are used rather than cloth towels as the cloth towel can catch and wind around the blank. Mylands 
Friction Polish with a shellac base and wax is applied using a paper towel with the lathe running. It produces a very 
glossy finish. If you want a less shinny finish it can be dulled by using a very fine steel wool for a very short time. Keep 
the wood in order as it was cut and numbered so that the grain will match. The final assemble is done with an arbor 
press. A bench vise or drill press will also work. The tip is pressed in and then the pen mechanism adjustment tube. It is 
not pressed in all the way but checked when the insert is put in the assembly. If it is not out far enough press it in further. 
The top end with the pocket clip is then pressed in. Always make sure that the parts are aligned in a vertical direction to 
prevent cracking of the sidewall. She then places Vaseline on the tube and the unit is assembled with the grain aligned 
to the proper point. The tip of the pen comes with a wax cover that should be removed before it is ready for use or sale. 
 After lunch Pat placed two Zebra wood blocks on the mandrel to make letter openers. Using a bowl gouge she turns 
them round, then tapers one end and rounds over the other. She sheer scrapes them before sanding, starting with 150 
grit and ending with 600 grit. Between each grit she wipes the blanks with her hand to remove loose grit that might be on 
the wood. She likes cloth backed sandpaper. Always slide the tool rest out of the way and sand from the bottom of the 
blank.  Pat stops the lathe and hand sands with the grain. She applies Mylands Friction finish. She then assembles the 
letter opener tightening the nut by hand. A marketing tip is to engrave a custom name on the blade. 
 Pat then added three more blanks to the mandrel to make a key chain, an ornament and a small magnifying glass. 
This time she used pink ivory, cedar and ebony woods.   
Next Pat demonstrated turning beads, half rounds and coves using the skew and the bowl gouge. She showed one of her 
other turnings showing different sizes of beads and coves for a progressive reduction in size for a more pleasing shape. 
When cutting a bead, lift the handle at the end of the cut. When cutting a cove travel from the large diameter to the 
smaller diameter. In normal furniture most horizontal spindles are symmetrical but vertical spindles are not symmetrical.  
 Next Pat turned a fan pull. She removed the mandrel and added a drill chuck. The chuck has a 9/64” drill rod about 2” 
long. The block 2”x2” and about 3-1/2” long is drilled all the way through with a 9/64” drill. This hole is for the bead chain 
to pass through. On the other end enlarge the hole using a 17/64” drill so that the bead chain clip will pass through it. This 
hole is drilled about half way through or whatever distance works best for the fan pull you are making. The small hole is 
pushed on the drill rod and a large cone shaped rotating tailstock is brought up as a jam chuck. The blank is then turned 
with about a ¾” diameter knob on the small drill end and a tapered shape with a large rounded end. The result is a shape 
like an angel. The pull is sanded and the finish is added. To create a “bird shaped” fan pull Pat drilled a hole at an angle 
in the side near the start of the base rounding. This is for a short feather to be CA glued into it. On the upper round a 
slightly larger hole is drill on the opposite side from the feather. This is where a small piece of leather folded in half is CA 
glued as a beak for the bird shaped fan pull. She turned a second fan pull but without the bird shape. It had knobs on 
both end and a cove in the center. 
 The marketing discussion began with Pat telling us that drawer knob pulls turned from the laminated old growth pine 
that came from the Union Station Train Shed demolished in Nashville. These were placed on a large plaque that she had 
laser engraved with the story. This provides a nice marketing piece for her gallery and craft shows indicating how a cus-
tomer can order these drawer pulls. 
 Pat asks the following questions:  What do you like to make and who likes to buy it? How do you find those peo-
ple? Remember if you like it, others will also like it. Have some confidence in your work! Who are your customers and 
what do they have in common? She has turned platters and then had the State Flag of Tennessee laser engraved in 
the center. This sells well in Nashville and the Governor likes this as a gift. She has found that plain platters are hard to 
sell – they need help!  
 She does not like craft shows because of the loading, unloading, chance of rain, pets knocking over displays etc. Some 
people are good at cold calling but she is not. Her definition of marketing is honest storytelling. If people know the his-
tory of the wood they will be more likely to purchase the item. For example if a church is building a new building and they 
cut down a tree, that wood would be good for making a project for them. There are all kinds of opportunities like this ex-
ample. 
 Corporate Gifts are another type of customer. A contractor wants to give a gift to the customer who has just purchased 
one of his homes. Every business has some kind of need; for instance winners of sales contests, service award, etc. For 
PR purposes companies like to give gifts. For one company she made 500 pens. Many corporate gifts need to be cus-
tomized with their logo (filling a need). You could have a plastic disk laser engraved with their logo and on the bottom of 
a bowl turn a cutout to insert this. Corporate gifts from cheap gifts to gallery quality gifts are a good market. 
 Pricing is a difficult task. First she used the example of ceiling fan pulls. Assume you can make 15 per day. The cost of 
materials is 45 cents per pull. If you want to make $50/hr. Then the labor cost per unit is $10. Thus the cost of each unit is 
$10.45. So say I sell them at $12 each. If someone wants 100 pulls then what discount can I give and when can they 
have them? If I can make 5 per hour and I want to work 5 hours per day, then in a day I can make 25 pulls. Thus, it will 
take 4 days to make 100 pulls. At the rate of 5 per hour it will take 20 hours to complete the 100 piece order. Subtracting 
the material cost of $45 from the $1,200 total cost leaves $1,155 and divide this by 20 hours gives an hour rate of $57.75.                   
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SEPTEMBER AUCTION 
Each September, our meeting is an auction instead of a 
demonstration and is held on the 4th Saturday, (the 27th 
this year) not on our usual 3rd Saturday. The auction 
will include the great demo pieces that our demonstrators 
since last October have left with us or taken home and 
finished and returned to us. We have work by Larry Ha-
siak, Alan Lacer, Elvie Jackson, Dave Hout, Dennis 
Liggett, Binh Pho, Al Stirt, Gary Sanders, Mike Lee, 
Chris Ramsey, and Pat Matranga.  All of the proceeds 
from the sale of these items will go to the club to help 
bring more great demonstrators in the future.  You may 
bring your woodturnings, used tools or wood to be sold at 
auction. The club will receive 15% of the sale price and 
you will get the rest. All items will be sold to the highest 
bidder. If you have an item that is valued at $100 or more, 
you may put a minimum bid on it. If it doesn’t get a mini-
mum bid, there is no cost to you. Of course, you may 
bring items and donate them to the club and take a 
tax deduction for their fair value. These donations will 
help us provide more great demonstrators in the fu-
ture at no cost to the members or the public.  You may 
pay for your purchases with cash or checks (sorry, no 
credit cards). If you have a large piece of equipment, you 
can bring a picture and full description and the item can 
be sold subject to the buyer inspecting it as to being as 
described. If you bring numerous items and want to de-
liver them to the back door of the auditorium and don’t 
know how to get there, contact me, John Hill at 828-645-
6633 or president@CarolinaMountainWoodturners.org for 
directions. The front doors to the auditorium will be 
unlocked but closed with a sign saying that it is closed for 
a meeting of CMW. That way, the public won’t be coming 
in. Let’s not create a problem in the lobby by bringing in a 
lot of heavy stuff through the front. This is a great opportu-
nity to sell a bunch of tools that you are no longer using. 
You can take that money and buy some new stuff. Wow! 
What a deal. 
 Donations for “Wood Day” 
We have been the invited guests of the Southern High-
land Craft Guild every month since we first met in the 
Folk Art Center in December 1999. We have never paid 
any rent, utilities, or janitorial expense. It has been a very 
beneficial undertaking for both organizations.  The Guild 
has asked if we would help sponsor the annual “Wood 
Day” event held at the Folk Art Center. We have provided 
member demonstrators for this event every year. It is a 
great event for the public to come see all types of wood 
workers.  The total cost of this event each year is $2,600. 
For the past 4 years, I have donated $1,000 each year to 
help them cover their costs. I will plan to continue to do so 
in the future. As a gesture of appreciation and goodwill, I 
propose that CMW set up a special account to receive 
your tax-deductible donations to help underwrite the bal-

ance of $1,600 needed. I know that those members who 
can, will come forward to help. You can make your check 
to Carolina Mountain Woodturners and in the memo sec-
tion write “donation – wood day”. CMW will receive spe-
cial recognition as the sponsor in all of the Guild’s press 
releases and advertising. This is the least that we can do 
to help them. After all, we have the finest facility of any 
club in the country (maybe the world). 
 Arrowmont work day 
On Wednesday, August 27th, the following 12 CMW mem-
bers: Ed Anderson, Gary Bills, Warren Carpenter, Ron 
Davidson, John Hill, Frank Konchar, Bill Pate, Richard 
Pethe', Jim Riggs, Joe Ruminski, Ron Thomas, and 
Bud Zalesky, drove over to Arrowmont in Gatlinburg to 
install wood siding on their world class wood studio. We 
arrived at 9 AM and had it up and painted by 11:30. With 
a crew like that, things went fast and smooth. Arrowmont 
fed us; we had a short tour of the facilities and drove 
home. Arrowmont has worked very closely with us since 
we started by inviting instructors whom we wanted to 
demonstrate for us and of course arrange their dates at 
Arrowmont to coincide with our meeting dates. This was a 
small gesture of our appreciation to Arrowmont. Thanks to 
all who helped. 
 Area Hospice Foundation Christmas Tree project.   
Joe Ruminski will coordinate our efforts to help Hospice 
and give CMW some exposure at the same time. There 
are two parts to this program. We would only participate in 
part two.                     
Part one:  
Hospice solicits companies to sponsor a tree. This means 
that the company will pay to Hospice between $500.00 
and $2,000 to sponsor a decorated tree. They do not 
decorate the tree. All of this money goes to the Hospice 
foundation. After the trees are decorated they will be 
placed out for public viewing at the Biltmore Square Mall 
in Asheville November 22 through December 7. After the 
viewing, the ornaments become the property of the spon-
soring company. The tree and lights are returned to Hos-
pice for next year.  
Part two:  
This is the part of the program in which CMW will partici-
pate. We (CMW) would be tree designers. The Hospice 
foundation will lend us a 7 1/2-foot tall tree and 500 white 
lights. We are then to decorate the tree with ornaments 
donated by members of the CMW and whatever trim-
mings we feel are appropriate to produce a tree that is 
worthy of being placed on display at the Biltmore Square 
Mall in Asheville and would be of such a value that the 
sponsoring agent will be proud to say that they were the 
sponsor for the tree designed by CMW. All Money raised 
goes to the Mountain Area Hospice Foundation. Their 
goal is $140,000.00. Our goal is to have our members 
make and donate 200 ornaments, have the public see 
what we do, and help a worthy cause. Ornaments are fun 
and easy to turn. Make 5 or 6 ornaments and bring them 
to our auction on September 27th or the meeting of Octo-
ber 18th. Have fun with this. They can be traditional, the 
little bird house type, turned and painted, miniature items 
that can be hung on a tree or anything you think will be 
attractive. Let’s do it right and have the best tree on dis-
play.  
John Hill - President 

John Hill 

President’s  

Message 
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Demonstration Schedule:    
  Sept  ‘03             Auction 
 Oct ‘03     Bruce Hoover (Virginia) 
 Nov ‘03     Mark St. Leger (Virginia) 
 Dec  ‘03 Nelson Cassinger  (Nevada) 
 Jan ‘04  Mark Sfirri (Pennsylvania) 
Feb ‘04  J. Paul Fennell (Arizona) 
March ‘04 Lyle Jamieson (Michigan) 
 April ‘04 Jacques Vesery (Maine) 
May ’04  Chris Stott (England) 
 June ‘04 Alain Mailland (France) 
 July ‘04     Christian Burchard (Oregon) 
 August ‘04 Michael Mocho (New Mexico) 
 Sept ‘ 04   Auction (4th Saturday Sept. 25th) 
Oct ‘04  Trent Bosch (Colorado) 
Nov ‘04  Andi Wolfe (Ohio) 
Dec ‘04  Nick Cook (Georgia) 
Jan ‘05  Mark Gardner (North Carolina) 

Above and Beyond The following CMW Members 
have joined or donated at higher support levels 

Patron $1,000: John Hill and Lloyd Rothouse.  
Sponsor $500: Ed Anderson, Leon Galloway, Dick 
Miller, and Al Stirt. 
Supporter $100:  Warren Arseneaux, Bill Crum 
($200), Lee Eldredge, Gordon Fowler, Bob Gunther, 
Bruce Hoover, Bill Hyatt, Martin Isetts, Carlos Ken-
nedy, Jim Kilton, Dan Kurkendall, Ron Lane, Fred 
Lindsay, David Mayfield, Doug Nesbitt, Bill Pate,  
Dan Polzien, Bill Queen, Chris Ramsey ($240), Don 
Rose, Stanley Stockdale, Lyn Sutton, Victoria Wells 
and Bud Zalesky..  

Contact Bob Fisher for  
Carolina Mountain Woodturner  

logo shirts 

Officers and Directors of Carolina Mountain Woodturners 
 

President:    John Hill      828-645-6633   johnrhill@charter.net 
Vice President:   Warren Carpenter      864-882-0418     Warren@Carpenterbuilt.com 
Treasurer:           Bill Pate      423-926-2948        bpate83133@aol.com 
Secretary              Joe Ruminski           828-628-1738  kc4yli@bellsouth.net 
 
Directors:             Bill Davin        828-894-5805            billdavin@redfoxtv.tv 
                  Jack Edmunston     828-298-0306  jledmo@aol.com 
       Bob Fisher       828-255-0099           lynrobert@aol.com 
                  Lee Holt           828-298-3403                 SeeSueLee@aol.com 
                  Ray Jones      828-298-6717  RDwdcrafts@aol.com 
      Carlos Kennedy               828-697-1203                 Carlosk@mchsi.com 
   Jim McPhail                     828-628-0031         McWood@aol.com 
                 Paul Vonk                                       pvonk@alltel.net 
   Lloyd Rothouse          828-678-9183                lloydr@ccvn.com 
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That is $7.75 more than the desired $50 per hour. Of course you must take into account overhead including rent, electric-
ity, sandpaper, glue, finish, new tools, telephone, computer, etc. She then gave another example of a bowl. With a $75 
bowl and making two per hour, she makes more with the ceiling fan pulls. She estimates that for every hour of turning 
she spends 1.5 hours in marketing, packaging, selling costs. For custom orders you should get some money as a 
deposit. If it is an item is not easily sold to others, she wants a 50% deposit. She points out that some turners are retired 
and do not need to make a profit. They make it harder for the professional turner trying to make a living. 

  She then discussed direct mail campaigns. She has a post card of her signature platter that she has printed in Califor-
nia.  They cost about $185 per 1,000. She sends this to former clients and also a prospective client list. Always keep a 
client list for this mail campaign. Newspaper and magazine articles are good. She has had an article in Southern Living 
that brought many clients. She has used radio with a 30 second sound bite. However the best way is networking. Join 
professional business groups and attend their monthly luncheons. Many contacts can be made at the meetings. 

 Always be fair and honest with your customers. Do not tarnish your reputation. Business is nothing more than 
establishing a relationship. There are infinite ways to generate interest in your work. Ultimately people buy because 
they like you. Show interest in them. Listen to what they need and want. Always look for the opportunities around you. 
They are always there. She ended with the hope that all received something that will be useful for their turning. However 
if you move to Nashville you cannot use any of her ideas!  Further information can be found on her in our web site and by 
viewing the video in the club library.        Carlos Kennedy 

 



CAROLINA MOUNTAIN

Carolina Mountain Woodturners, an AAW Chapter, meets on the third Saturday of each month from 10 AM 
to 4 PM at the Folk Art Center on the historic Blue Ridge Parkway just South of mile marker 382.  We host a 
woodturning demonstration (every month except September) in the Center’s auditorium at no charge for 
the day-long demonstration.  Since our inception in December 1999, CMW has proudly hosted the 
following demonstrators from around the world: Rodger Jacobs, Bill Johnston, Brad Packard, Ray Key, 
Rude Osolnik, Michael Hosaluk, Mark St.Leger, John Jordan, Mark Gardner, Nick Cook, Don Olson, Betty 
Scarpino, Alan Hollar, Stoney Lamar, Bonnie Klein, Rex Burningham, Trent Bosch, Jean-Francois Escoulen, 
Soren Berger, Lane Phillips, Charles Farrar, Willard Baxter, Bobby Clemons, Mike Mahoney, Jim McPhail, ,  
Tom Crabb, Ron Fleming, David Ellsworth, Mick O’Donnell, Larry Hasiak , Alan Lacer, Elvie Jackson, Dave 
Hout, Dennis Liggett,  Binh Pho, Al Stirt, Gary Sanders, Michael Lee, Chris Ramsey and Pat Matranga. 


